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ABSTRACT
Digital drawing experiences are not only fused by the flexibility of digital materials but also influenced by the availability of interaction space. In this paper, we first present a prototype, which implements a method to turn the (mid-air) space above and aside a drawing screen in a desktop setting dynamically into sensory space for gestural and spatial input. Then we report on a user study exploring how participants experience digital drawing when the additional interaction space above and aside a screen is exploited for exemplary proxemic input techniques for zooming and panning a drawing. Our results show that the new multimodal input techniques are perceived as significantly more attractive than a baseline drawing condition which only utilizes touch based input. We conclude by discussing implications and limitations of our findings and input above and aside a drawing screen in general.
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INTRODUCTION
Technology has influenced the practice of drawing by utilizing and transforming existing mental models of drawing materials, such as canvases, pens, and colors. Digital counterparts of such drawing materials are more flexible and enable the implementation of new crafting techniques and modalities, such as easily zooming into a (digital) canvas.

How we draw on screens is inspired by how we draw on paper and users’ mental models are often constrained by the materiality of the original physical drawing materials and the original form of contact-based pen and paper interaction. For example, performing pen or hand movements above and around a drawing canvas without touching the canvas may have been meaningless in the past, but are not necessarily meaningless anymore and may even become a widely recognized way of interacting with digital canvases in a foreseeable future.

Over the course of the last decade, touch-less and spatial interaction has indeed become common and is establishing as one of many ways to address the interface bottleneck (e.g., limited interface space on small sized screens) by contextually expanding the sensory space around a user or a device for spatial mid-air interaction (e.g., [9, 22, 28, 12]).

In this paper, we describe a prototype consisting of a touch device (i.e., Microsoft Surface Laptop), a Leap Motion 3D mid-air input controller, and an Arduino board controlling a servo motor to contextually actuate the Leap Motion’s orientation either aside the touch screen device or above (see Figure 1). The aim of the prototype was to have a (multimodal) system which would allow the exploration of user experiences of drawing related input with a pen on a touch screen (i.e., a digital canvas), which is capable to sense proxemic input above and above the screen prior to or in combination with touch.

The research question we address is how users experience interactions aside and above the canvas in combination with touch (or as an alternative to touch) in a drawing related task. That is, our aim is to explore the UX of a potential future alternative interaction technique for drawing.

In the next section, we provide background in multimodal and mid-air input. Then we present exemplary interaction techniques, which we implemented for input above and aside the
Surface’s screen, which is enabled by the multimodal prototype. Afterwards, we report on a user study with 20 participants comparing the UX of the novel multimodal solution with the traditional (unimodal) touch-based input as a baseline. Participants rated the multimodal alternative significantly higher than the traditional unimodal alternative considering hedonic qualities (e.g., overall attractiveness of the technique) while no differences were found considering pragmatic qualities (e.g., perceived usability).

BACKGROUND

Human-computer interfaces based on optical tracking systems have been gaining popularity, since they can transform “any” mid-air space into sensory space for human-computer interaction. The idea behind optical tracking systems is that cameras capture images of the space in front of them and are capable to recognize a user’s body (or a specific body part such as a hand) located in these images. Then, information about the body, such as posture and the shape the body created during movement within the “digitalized” space is computed. Ultimately, the technology allows body-based mid-air interaction with computers, such as swipe and zoom hand gestures performed by users in mid-air.

Previous work has extensively explored mid-air input as a modality for human-computer interaction and designed its use for contexts, such as cars [10], clean rooms in industrial settings [14], and for retail situations [11]. Moreover, fellow researchers have highlighted benefits of mid-air input when used to complement other input modalities, such as finger based touch input or pen-based input in bi-manual interaction setups (e.g., [8, 7, 26, 25]).

However, there are some common and systematic constraints of off-the-shelf controllers, such as the Xbox Kinect or the Leap Motion. As optical systems they have specific requirements on orientation and proximity towards the in-build sensors. Thus, they require users to perform gestures in a limited and invisible sensory space, causing discomfort and unintended interactions. The colloquial term “the gorilla arm syndrome” refers to associated issues with fatigue and discomfort when postures have to be maintained over long periods and performed in a repetitive manner (e.g., [20, 34]).

Related research (e.g., [18, 21]) has argued that allowing users to rest their arms (e.g., on a chair armchair) while performing hand gestures would limit the inherent effects of gestural mid-air interfaces. Motivated by these results in related research Aslan et al. [9] have propose a method to dynamically extend the sensory space of a 3D controller. They have argued that doing this not only would enable users to take rest positions, but also creates new use contexts (i.e., mid-air interaction aside or above the screen) and allows “seamless” transitions between them.

Multimodal Input

The benefits of using multi-touch and pen input in tandem on large interactive surfaces, such as tabletops are well explored (e.g., [15, 19, 26, 30, 38, 40]). However, with small-sized interactive surfaces, such as with tablets bi-manual touch input faces more constraints. For example, in addition to screen sizes being insufficient, it is easier to cause undesired screen occlusion. Yoon et al. [40] have studied how pen and touch can be used in combination to compensate insufficient space on a tablet device for making annotations by tearing the digital paper and creating additional space. An approach to overcome interaction constraints with uni-modal solutions without introducing additional user interactions is the integration of alternative input modalities.

A trend resulting from advances in sensing technologies is expanding the interaction space of touch screen devices, such as mobiles and tablets, above and around the actual touch-sensitive screens (e.g., [25, 31, 39, 41]). This trend shows promise to address many of the limitations in unimodal touch interaction with interactive surfaces by supporting alternative input techniques and combining them with touch input. However, the expanded interaction space poses a challenge for gestural interaction design. A mismatch between designed gestures and how real users would want to use gestures in interactions (i.e., the gulf of execution [33]) is one of the issues designers and developers encounter when designing gestural interaction for novel and future interaction spaces. In order to reduce a potentially large gulf of execution many researchers have adopted the user-elicitation method by Wobbrock et al. [37], which is based on the guessability technique [32, 36], which was also applied to design pen input on touch screens in combination with mid-air gestures [8, 13].

Contextual Mid-Air Input

Earlier research in tabletop interaction design (e.g., [24, 35]) has already recognized the constraints of planar interaction spaces, and thus, the space above the tabletop and how it could be used to add depth and continuity to interactions has been studied. For example, Marquardt et al. [29] explored combining touch on tabletops and mid-air gestures above tabletop screens towards a continuous interaction space for tabletop interaction. Annett et al. [6] made use of proximity information to contextualize tabletop interaction, such as distinguishing and adapting to left and right hand usage.

More recently, mid-air and touch input has been proposed for various other devices and contexts, such as addressing typical issues with small-sized screens and occlusion. Chen et al. [17], for example, suggested to combine pre-touch or post-touch gestures with touch allowing alternative forms to perform operations, such as to zoom by tabbing the screen followed by circling with the finger above the screen. Hinckley et al. [25] suggested to adapt touch interfaces depending on the posture of the approaching hand, for example to differentiate a two-finger-zoom intention from a thumb-tab intention on the screen and thus reduce information overload on the screen. Aslan et al. [7] have explored the user experience of pre-touch proxemic interactions with touch targets, arguing that the design space should move from still graphics towards proxemic target behaviors.

Thus, previous research streams (e.g., [9, 8, 7]) have established users’ interest in (i) pre-touch proxemic input and (ii) combinations of mid-air input and pen input. However, research has focussed on the conceptual design of mid-air gestures performed with the non-dominant hand while drawing on
Some researchers have also implemented prototypes (e.g., [8, 27]), but so far none seem to have explored bi-manual pen+mid-air input (as depicted in Figure 1) in an empirical study. In order to close this gap in research, we have developed a prototype and studied with users how they experienced pen+mid-air input, focusing on proxemic hand input aside the screen and pen input above the screen. In our own previous research (e.g., [8, 13]) we have already studied the design space of pen+mid-air input, including literature reviews and contextual inquiries to improve our understanding of relevant operations. Thus, our decision to focus, in the research at hand, on zooming and panning as exemplary operations is based on our previous inquiries.

In the next section, we describe in detail the prototype system and the input techniques that it enables in detail.

**PROTOTYPE**

Figure 2 provides an overview of all parts of the prototype, including a “screenshot” of the drawing application, which combines and utilizes all the hardware.

**LeapArm 2.0 Prototype**

The original LeapArm prototype [9] could actuate a Leap Motion controller’s orientation using two servomotors in all directions. Inspired by the original system we decided to build a version 2.0 that is customized for asided and above screen input and thus requires only one servo motor to actuate the 3D controllers orientation either aside or above the touch screen (see Figure 3). The LeapArm 2.0 is smaller and more compact than the original version. The servomotor, which is used to move the Leap Motion’s orientation is inside a 3D printed body consisting of 3 parts. Two ball bearings are utilized to connect all three parts and to be able to easily move the middle part in which a Leap Motion sensor is embedded. LeapArm 2.0 is connected to an Arduino Uno board. Ultimately, LeapArm is a small robotic mount for the Leap Motion controller, which we build to actuate via software the Leap Motion’s orientations, and thus to dynamically expand the sensory space spanned by the Leap Motion controller. An alternative would have been to use multiple Leap Motion controllers; however, in our best of knowledge the SDK supports only one controller per PC.

The Leap Motion itself [4] is an exemplary (and widely used) optical tracking system. It is customized to recognize hand and finger movement of users who are typically in a seated position in front of a screen. The controller needs to be put on the desktop beside or in front of a computer screen. The range of the Leap Motion is limited to a space from approximately 25 to 600 millimeters above the device and a field of view of about 150 degrees with recognition rates being worse in the borders of the sensory space than the center of the space [5].

**Drawing Application**

In order to integrate the Leap Motion sensor, the LeapArm actuator, a pen, and a touchscreen we developed a web application, which first synchronizes the Leap Motion input space with the touch screen input space. We have replicated the
When the orientation is aside the screen users can zoom with We have realized this by stopping any zoom or pan action (which we defined base on our own experience/exploration). When the orientation is above the screen users can zoom with the Leap Arm and move the Leap Motion’s orientation above the screen or aside the screen.

The application implements two new input techniques to manipulate the canvas (i.e., zoom in and out, or move/scroll the canvas). Users can press a button on the application to control the Leap Arm and move the Leap Motion’s orientation above the screen or aside the screen.

When the orientation is above the screen users can zoom with their preferred hand that is holding the pen through changing their hand’s distance to the screen (i.e., moving up and down). Users can also move/pan the canvas by moving to the left or to the right (i.e., when the hand moves above the screen to the right the canvas moves/scrolls to the left). The above screen interaction is a compound form of interaction style. When a user moves towards a target, change in distance and orientation of the user’s finger in relation to the target is used to zoom and move the canvas. The goal is to have the user transition between inking in a zoomed in mode and perceiving the overall drawing and finding the next spot to ink in a zoomed out mode. We have realized this by stopping any zoom or pan action once the distance to the screen/drawing is less than 2 inches (which we defined base on our own experience/exploration). Consequently while drawing the image does not move.

When the orientation is aside the screen users can zoom with their hand that is not holding the pen through changing their hand’s distance to the screen (i.e., moving left and right). Figure 1 depicts both techniques. We also implemented a button on the GUI, which can be pressed to freeze the drawing in cases users want the canvas to freeze for a while independent from their distance to the screen.

USER STUDY
In order to explore the UX of drawing and using the new input techniques, which allow input above and aside the screen, we conducted a repeated measurement study comparing the new techniques against a baseline.

Participants, Apparatus, and Procedure
Twenty right-handed participants (10f, 10m) between 21 and 54 years of age (mean age of 26.4) were recruited. We chose to only use right-handed participants to reduce any handedness based bias, including a bias possibly caused by changing/switching the configuration of the setup. Fourteen participants stated to have prior experience using a digital pen on a touch screen and six reported to have no experience in drawing on a touch screen with a digital pen. All participants were asked to complete the same drawing/inking tasks in counter-balanced order (to address learning bias due to order and repetition) with both interaction modalities (i.e., baseline and new modality).

After each task participants were asked to fill out the attrakDiff questionnaire [23] providing explicit input on how the interaction technique was experienced. At the end of both tasks a semi-structured interview was conducted in order to get further insides, including reasons for why participants rated one modality over the other.

Before participants were asked to complete the task with the new modality, they watched a short video tutorial demonstrating the above and aside input technique. We did this to make sure that all participants received exactly the same instructions/help.

Inking Task
Each participant had to ink parts of the same elephant drawing (see Figure 2). We chose to use the elephant (Polynesian tattoo) motif since it consisted of delicate structures and would required zooming in and out. The parts that needed to be filled with color were marked either orange or blue. We told participants to use the orange zoom mode (i.e., left hand zoom mode) for filling in the orange parts and the blue zoom mode (i.e., right hand zoom mode) for filling in the blue parts.

Participants could switch between the orange and blue zoom mode whenever they wanted. We used the color codes to have participants try out both zooming techniques (i.e., above screen zoom and aside screen zoom) that are enabled by our prototype. Participants could take as much time as they needed to fill in all marked sections in the drawing. In the baseline condition we asked participants to ink the the same image (i.e., both orange and blue sections) using the standard Microsoft Paint application. Participant could zoom via multi-touch or the zoom slider and button provided by Paint.

UX Questionnaire and Observations
The attrakDiff questionnaire measures pragmatic quality (PQ), which is a measure for perceived traditional usability and hedonic quality (HQ), which results from a combination of HQS, HQI, and ATT. HQS measures the perceived ability of a product to meet a person’s desire for self-improvement, HQI measures the perceived ability of a product to communicate a valuable identity to others, and ATT measures overall attractiveness. We chose the attrakDiff questionnaire because it is widely used in research and industry, providing an overview of a product’s or technique’s perceived qualities beyond traditional usability.

In addition to observing participants during each session, sessions were video recorded for a post-hoc analysis. The semi-structured interview, which was conducted at the end with each participant included questions, such as “Which interaction technique did you perceive as most comfortable and why?”. We also differentiated between aside and above input for zooming, in order to understand which technique participants preferred for zooming and why.

Since we occasionally experienced tracking issues with the Leap Motion sensor, we decided to also ask a question, considering if participants encountered any technical issues with the prototype and if these issues influenced their ratings and experience.
Results

In the following, we start by presenting general trends based on graphical presentations of the data considering UX measurements. Then, results will be interpreted based on fitting a statistical model to the data (i.e., results of statistical test will be provided). Afterwards, we describe the results of the post-hoc interviews providing insights on reasons of specific results and observations.

General Trends

Figure 5 presents the mean values for all four measured UX constructs (i.e., PQ, HQS, HQI, and ATT). It seems that there are differences in how the new modality was experienced compared to the baseline mainly in constructs explaining hedonic qualities. The highest difference seems in HQS (i.e., the hedonic quality that is associated with the perceived ability of a product/technique to meet a person’s desire for self-improvement) and the lowest difference seems to exist in PQ (i.e., perceived traditional usability).

Figure 6 depicts for each construct mean values for all constituting seven items, detailing how participants experienced the drawing task for both interaction modalities. Considering HQS, the new modality was experienced, as expected, as novel and innovative, but also as creative and captivating. It seems that the new modality received higher ratings for all items explaining the modalities’ hedonic quality, including items not related with the modality’s novelty aspect, such as being perceived as more professional, inviting, appealing, connective, and thus potentially communicating a valuable identity to others (HQI). While the differences in ratings for the seven items constituting to ATT seem less than in those constituting to HQS, and slightly less than in those constituting to HQI, the overall difference seems systematic with the new modality having been perceived as consistently more attractive.

In contrast, the baseline modality seems to have received slightly higher ratings considering items explaining the modalities pragmatic quality (i.e., perceived traditional usability), such as simplicity.

Last but not least, Figure 7 shows the difference in how the new modality is perceived different from the baseline consid-
erating pragmatic quality (PQ) and hedonic quality (HQ) (i.e., combination/aggregation of HQS, HQI, and ATT).

Before we present the qualitative analysis, which aims to provide additional insights on why participants seem to have considered the new modality superior considering hedonic qualities we check the significance of differences for all four constructs by computing statistical tests. Based on the graphical presentation of the data we would expect significant difference in hedonic qualities since nearly all items seem to have received higher ratings in mean, but it seems unclear if there is a significant difference in pragmatic quality (PQ).

First, we transcribed relevant comments (i.e., direct references to the interaction techniques) in the video recordings and added these comments to the data collected through the post-hoc interviews. Then words and sentences that occurred repeatedly or were explicitly mentioned as important by participants were marked. Afterwards three mind-maps were generated. Lastly, the mind maps were diverged into common descriptors (e.g., by merging similar branches in the mind-map) to reduce redundant information in the mind-maps and to only identify main themes. Figure 8 depicts the resulting themes for each interaction technique.

**Baseline Condition**
The themes that came up when participants spoke about the baseline condition were stability, routine and effort. Participants who preferred the baseline condition argued that based on their previous experience they already have a drawing routine, which they would not have to change. Others mentioned stability since in the baseline condition zooming is perceived as more stable while in the other condition “any” mid-air hand movement may cause the canvas to zoom. On the other hand, participants argued that the baseline condition requires more effort since the task has to be completed in a sequential fashion and with participants having to change their locus too often compared to the other interaction modalities.

**Above Input**
The themes that emerged about the above input condition were preferred hand, training, and supporting. Participants stated that the interaction modality was challenging but not too challenging, and that it felt like self-training, which was perceived as supporting in the sense that it seemed to improve/increase their competence. Participants argued that there is a lot of potential in the above input modality. Others spoke about how it was a simple interaction modality, since it only required control over the preferred hand.

**Aside Input**
Stimulating, dynamic use and useful work process were the themes associated with the aside input modality. Participants perceived the aside modality as motivating, and overall as stimulating. We believe that participants associated stimulation with the aside modality since the modality required bi-manual engagement and overall more bodily involvement. The work process is split into both hands and therefore considered useful. Furthermore, the interaction itself was described as dynamic but also very direct.

In summary, the thematic analysis provided insight into what qualities participants associated with each modality and why they preferred one modality over an other. Overall, the baseline condition was associated with positive attributes because participants considered it already as a routine that they have adopted. But many participants (15 of 20) still have preferred the aside or above input modality arguing that it either seemed to provide potential to improve their own competence or that it was considered as stimulating and enabling a dynamic and useful work process.
DISCUSSION

We have argued that digitalization is changing many traditional practices and that drawing is one of these practices, which is being transformed and hopefully enriched by new digital and malleable materials, such as digital canvases and digital ink. Often, a first step in introducing new materials is in replicating known interaction metaphors and applying skeuomorphism (e.g., simulating behavior and perception of known materials and concepts) in order to make it easy for users to adopt a new technique or technology. Thus, it is not surprising that pen-based interaction on touch screens resembles pen based input on paper.

However, to “fully” make use of the new materials potential new interaction techniques may be required. In this paper, we presented a prototype which enables mid-air proxemic input above and aside a touch screen (and digital canvas). Moreover, we have explored how users perceive interacting with their non-preferred hand aside the screen to zoom in and out a drawing, and with their pen holding preferred hand above the screen performing compound action (i.e., zooming and panning a drawing) before and after inking. We believe that the new larger interaction space, which includes mid-air sensory space aside and above a touch screen is open for many more techniques than what we have explored in this paper. We think that new techniques enable and stimulate human thought, and thus, we will study more techniques including, for example, manipulations of digital ink in our future work.

Nevertheless, we believe to have demonstrated with the work at hand, based on exemplary techniques and an exemplary inking task, the space’s potential to change users experiences to the better. Ultimately, we believe and hope that the combination of the UX questionnaire and the thematic analysis has provided valuable insights, not only for us but also for fellow researchers, inspiring further studies of new aside and above screen input techniques and applications.

Despite the positive resonance from users considering the prototype, the research we presented in this paper faces some limitations related to technical issues, which we encountered with tracking finger positions with the Leap Motion sensor. We believe the main reason was in how we positioned and oriented the Leap Motion, which was different from how it is supposed to be used (i.e., facing upwards without any physical obstacles in the field of view of the controller). We placed the Leap Motion aside the screen with an orientation either towards the screen or towards the non-preferred hand, which was in resting on the table aside the screen. The screen itself may have reflected some light and overall we encountered oc-casional tracking issues, which we couldn’t predict nor control. However, what we have done to get insights is to ask participants at the end of the study if they encountered technical issues and if these issues influenced their experience. Only three of the twenty participants stated that their experience and ratings were influenced by technical issues that they encountered, stating that they either perceived the tracking as not seamless or its latency as too high. One participant argued that if she had only viewed the instructional video, her ratings might have been more positive but the technical issues that she encountered influenced her experience.

Consequently, we assume that with a more robust finger tracking the new interaction modality might have received slightly better user ratings. Thus, in our future work we will consider other tracking technologies, including interactive gloves. In our experience drawing is not only a professional activity but also an activity performed at leisure time. Furthermore, some fellow researcher have already shown how touch and mid-air input can be combined to create short cuts and improve interaction performance (e.g., [10, 17, 26]). Thus, we have exclusively focused on exploring perceived user experience and did not study traditional performance measures, such as task completion times or interaction accuracy.

We believe, a potential next step could still be to identify performance relevant tasks and compare performance of different aside and above input techniques to baseline conditions. Indeed one participant explicitly stated that they see a potential in the new techniques for productivity/office related applications and to improve performance. Although, we studied above and aside input individually when analyzing user comments the fact that we did not compare aside input and above input with each other utilizing the UX questionnaire may be considered an additional limitation of the study.

A concrete next future step that we plan in order to further improve the interaction space for drawing related tasks with a pen on touch screens is to augment the digital pen with additional actuators, such as light emitting diodes and a vibratactile motor. Doing this would allow to deal with the increasing interaction complexity of the expanded interaction space by improving mappings. For example, the pen itself could display the current ink color or provide contextual information to interactive elements on the screen or associated with gestures performed with the non-preferred hand before touch events have to be performed and while the pen is above the screen.
CONCLUSION
First, we presented a prototype consisting of a touch-device (i.e., Microsoft Surface), a 3D controller (i.e., Leap Motion), a “robotic arm” to actuate the orientation of the 3D controller above or aside the screen, which enables pen and hand input mid-air above and aside a touch screen. Then, we reported on an empirical study with twenty participants comparing the UX of using two interaction modalities for an inking task. One modality was the baseline, in which participants could use only hand and pen based touch input, and the other condition included aside and above screen input techniques for zooming and panning the drawing. We found significant differences in UX, showing that the new modality’s UX was superior considering hedonic qualities, such as overall attractiveness of UX, showing that the new modality’s UX was superior considering hedonic qualities, such as overall attractiveness of UX.
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